1997 Ferrari F355 - Spider
Spider

Price

USD 70 331
EUR 64 500 (listed)

Year of manufacture

1997

Mileage

82 210 km /
51 083 mi

Gearbox

Manual

Drive
Interior colour

Black

Condition

Used

Location
Fuel type

Number of seats

2

Exterior colour

Number of doors

2

Car type

Performance

LHD

Petrol
Blue
Convertible /
Roadster

280 kW / 381 PS /
376 BHP

Exterior brand colour

Blu Pozzi

2wd

Interior brand colour

Zwart

Drivetrain

Description
Transmission: 6 gears, Manual gearbox
Model range: Jul 1995 - Nov 1999
Drive: Rear wheel drive
Number of cylinders: 8
Engine capacity: 3.496 cc
Empty weight: 1.510 kg
Carrying capacity: 190 kg
GVW: 1.700 kg
Wheelbase: 245 cm
Acceleration (0-100 kph): 4,7 s
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Top speed: 295 km/h
Emission class: Euro 2
Service history: Present (serviced by dealer)
Number of keys: 2
Registration number: 51-FS-FJ
Ferrari F355 Spider
If dreams could come true... The question is not if, but when! This absolutely amazing Ferrari F355
Spider in Blu Pozzi is the perfect proof. Only 2 lucky owners have experienced this by themselves.
Furthermore, the car is in great shape and has recently been serviced by the Official Dutch Ferrari
Dealer Kroymans, including replacement of the timing belts. So, the only right question is not
whether, but when do you intend to guide the sparkling aluminum gear shift through the
characteristic H-pattern of this manual beauty? She’s waiting for you! And we do as well.
History & condition
On June 27, 1996, the Spider was original German delivered. The 1st owner lived in the idyllic place
called Horb am Neckar, near the Swiss border. Looking at the overall condition, the Ferrari has had a
great life out there. Nevertheless, in 2000 Germany was exchanged for the Netherlands. Of course,
we don't mind at all… From then on the F355 stayed in the same family for 20 years. Until we got our
hands on it. Recent maintenance (December 2019) at Ferrari Dealer Kroymans (including
replacement of timing belts) ensures that the 90s supercar is technically in perfect shape. However,
it might just miss out on prizes at Concours d’Elegance. But that’s only good news to those who want
a Ferrari for the driving experience, like your 2 predecessors.
Interior & exterior
Enthusiasts who appreciate seeing a Ferrari in different colors than Ferrari-red will love this F355 for
sure. You might expect something else, but the original owner was attached by Rosso Corsa in the
beginning anyway. It took less than 3 years to let the German realize that Blu Pozzi would let it
distinguish in a brilliant way. It’s one of our personal favorites, so you don't have to ask whether we
support his choice...
Behind the black soft-top (or in front, when it’s open) you’ll find an equally black interior. The typical
90s dashboard with its round instruments and chrome finish is pure nostalgia. What a classic! The
aluminum sports pedals and gear shift also contrast beautifully with the Nero leather upholstery and
tempt to be touched.
Technique & performance
Anyone who understands how to handle the manual gearbox the right way, will hear a characteristic
click while changing gears. However, when the right pedal is hitting the floor, the sound of 380
sizzling horses dominates anyway. Great stuff. The atmospheric Ferrari-V8 has a capacity of 3.5 liters
and is capable of beautiful things: 0-100 km/h within 4.7 seconds and a top speed of 297 km/h are
figures to be taken very seriously. Although we don’t expect a serious, but rather a happy look on
your face when you visit the nearest tunnel, if you know what we mean…
Kind regards,
Prins Classics

Wim Prins

Title Mr
First name Wim
Last name Prins
Galvaniweg 1
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8071 SCNunspeet
Netherlands
Phone +31-341257014
Fax +31-341261860
http://www.wimprins.nl/
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